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Glutamate is a major excitatory neurotransmitter in the central nervous  
system and is crucial in learning, memory formation and cognition1. 
Although glutamate is abundant in the brain, its extracellular concen-
tration is tightly controlled to allow for neurotransmission; abnormally 
elevated levels of glutamate observed in several neurodegenerative 
diseases, ischemia and epilepsy are toxic2. Glutamate transporters are 
electrochemically driven pumps, which couple uptake of glutamate 
into the cytoplasm of astrocytes and neurons to the thermodynami-
cally ‘downhill’ movements of ions3–5. The structural information for 
this family comes from the crystal structures of an archaeal homolog, 
GltPh

6–9, a sodium and aspartate symporter7,10,11, which has ~35% 
amino acid sequence identity with the mammalian glutamate trans-
porters and is a model system to study their mechanism. The crystal 
structures revealed a homotrimeric assembly, common for all charac-
terized members of the family12,13. Each protomer has an independent 
set of aspartate and sodium (Na+) binding sites at the core of a periph-
erally located transport domain (Fig. 1a). The central transmembrane 
segments form the trimerization domain, mediating intersubunit 
contacts and remaining largely unchanged during transport8,9,14. 
In contrast, transport domains exhibit structural plasticity, leading 
to 15–18 Å movements across the membrane, thereby switching the 
substrate and ion-binding sites between the extracellular and cytoplas-
mic orientations, that is, the outward-facing and inward-facing states, 
respectively. Two reentrant hairpin segments of the transport domain, 
hairpins 1 and 2 (HP1 and HP2), occlude the substrate and ions from 
the aqueous milieus in both states, and HP2 has been proposed to 
serve as an extracellular gate7,15–17. Aspartate binding and closure of 
the extracellular gate are thermodynamically coupled to binding of 
Na+ ions7. In contrast, isomerization between the outward-facing and 

inward-facing states has been proposed to occur independently of the 
ions, driven primarily by the thermal energy8.

Here we aimed to gain structural information on outward- 
facing and inward-facing states of GltPh and to establish their ener-
getic relationship in two distinct hydrophobic environments, namely 
in detergent micelles and in lipid bilayers. In this way we begin to 
sketch out the energy profile of the transport cycle. Toward this end, 
we used site-directed spin labeling and DEER spectroscopy to mea-
sure the distances between the paramagnetic probes. The technique 
provides access to distances and, notably, distance distributions rang-
ing from 20 Å to over 80 Å18–21, and has been applied to study diverse 
systems, including membrane proteins in lipid bilayers20,22–29. Here 
we broaden the applicability of DEER spectroscopy by extracting 
quantitative information on the populations and the energies of the 
conformational states contributing to the experimentally observed 
distance distributions.

We used spin-labeled cysteine mutants of GltPh for the long-range 
distance measurements either when the transporters were empty or 
loaded with Na+ ions and aspartate or a transport blocker dl-threo- 
β-benzoxyaspartate (TBOA). We obtained broad distance distribu-
tions, which we interpret in terms of an ensemble of the underlying 
inward-facing and outward-facing states, consistent with the known 
crystal structures. The quantitative analysis revealed that the two states 
were populated with almost equal probabilities under all conditions, 
indicating similar energies. Moreover, our data are consistent with 
a lack of cooperativity in the trimers, painting a picture of a system 
in which each protomer samples outward-facing and inward-facing 
conformations independently of its neighbors, regardless of whether 
it is loaded with the substrate or is empty. On average, we found no 
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Sodium and aspartate symporter from Pyrococcus horikoshii, GltPh, is a homolog of the mammalian glutamate transporters, 
homotrimeric integral membrane proteins that control neurotransmitter levels in brain synapses. These transporters function 
by alternating between outward-facing and inward-facing states, in which the substrate binding site is oriented toward the 
extracellular space and the cytoplasm, respectively. Here we used double electron-electron resonance (DEER) spectroscopy to 
probe the structure and the state distribution of the subunits in the trimer in distinct hydrophobic environments of detergent 
micelles and lipid bilayers. Our experiments reveal a conformational ensemble of protomers that sample the outward-facing and 
inward-facing states with nearly equal probabilities, indicative of comparable energies, and independently of each other.  
On average, the distributions varied only modestly in detergent and in bilayers, but in several mutants unique conformations  
were stabilized by the latter.
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substantial differences in either the structure or the relative energies 
of the outward-facing and inward-facing states in detergent micelles 
and in lipid bilayers. However, in several mutants, in which the spin 
label was placed on the interface between the transport and trimeriza-
tion domains in one of the states, we saw substantial stabilization of 
those states in lipid but not in detergent. These results suggest that the 
spin label participates in specific protein interactions and that these 
interactions are more favorable when the transporter is embedded 
into membrane compared to detergent micelles.

RESULTS
Spin-labeling strategy
Isomerization of GltPh between the outward-facing and inward-facing 
states as seen by crystallography6–8 involves ~15 Å translation and 35° 
rotation of the transport domains relative to the trimerization domain 
(Fig. 1a). As a result, the intersubunit distances between equivalent 
residues in the transport domains change by up to 20 Å, providing a 
means to distinguish the states. For single-cysteine mutagenesis and 
labeling, we selected residues that are solvent-accessible in at least 
one of the conformations and for which the intersubunit distances are 
~20–70 Å, which are most suitable for DEER analysis (Fig. 1b, and 
Supplementary Table 1). Specifically, we chose two regions distant 
from the substrate-binding and ion-binding sites, one on each the 
cytoplasmic and the extracellular side, and the third region on HP2 
(Fig. 1c). Two residues in the trimerization domain, which is expected 
to remain rigid upon substrate binding or translocation, served as con-
trols. We spin-labeled the purified cysteine mutants and conducted 
DEER measurements (Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary 
Note) either in detergent (n-dodecyl-β-d-maltopyranoside;  
DDM) or after reconstitution into lipid bilayers (1-palmitoyl-2- 
oleoylphosphatidylcholine; POPC).

Structural stability of the trimerization domain
For the labeled trimerization domain mutant, K55R1 (R1 denotes a 
spin-labeled cysteine), the amplitude of the DEER signal at zero time 
in detergent was consistent with complete spin labeling of cysteines 

(Fig. 2a, Supplementary Fig. 2a and Supplementary Note).  
The clear oscillations in the time evolution signal indicated a narrow 
range of the interspin distances. The extracted distance distributions 
 covered a range between 18 Å and 30 Å for the substrate-free apo 
GltPh and the transporter bound to Na+ and aspartate or to TBOA. 
We obtained similar results in detergent and lipid. The distribution 
medians (Fig.2b) varied between 23 Å and 28 Å, in excellent agree-
ment with the Cβ-Cβ interprotomer distances in the crystal struc-
tures of the outward-facing and inward-facing GltPh (Fig. 1b and 
Supplementary Table 1). The distribution widths (2.8–4.6 Å) were 
similar to those obtained for soluble well-folded proteins30–32 and 
likely originated mainly from the conformational flexibility of the 
R1 side chain.

We obtained similar but distinct signals for GltPh-K55R in the apo 
state and when bound to either aspartate or TBOA, particularly in 
detergent. Residue 55 is at the interface of the transport and trimeriza-
tion domains, and likely experiences distinct steric constraints in the 
outward-facing and inward-facing states, which may underlie differ-
ences in the interspin distances. To test this, we computed theoretical 
distance distributions based on energy-weighted R1 rotamer libraries 
generated by a modeling program MMM33 using crystallographic 
structures of GltPh in the symmetric outward-facing and inward-
facing states along with a model of an asymmetric trimer with two 
protomers in the outward-facing state and one in the inward-facing 
state (Online Methods). Modeling suggested that R1 in position 55 
was more sterically constrained in the inward-facing conformation 
with fewer accessible rotamers (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 2b). 
Notably, experimental distance distributions encompassed predicted 
features of both the outward-facing and inward-facing states, suggest-
ing that both were populated. We obtained similar results for V216R1 
mutant, located in a more flexible peripheral part of the trimeriza-
tion domain. Consistently, the experimental distance distributions 
were broader with widths of 5.2–7.6 Å (Supplementary Fig. 3 and 
Supplementary Table 1).

To evaluate potential contributions from the three-spin effects 
to the apparent distance distributions34,35, we collected DEER data 
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Figure 1 Spin-labeled residues. (a) Pairs of GltPh protomers in the outward- 
facing (O/O) and inward-facing (I/I) states with the trimerization and tran-
sport domains shown in cartoon (yellow) and transparent surface (blue) 
representations, respectively. For clarity, the third protomer was removed. The Cβ 
atoms of the residues mutated to cysteines are shown as spheres and colored by 
region: trimerization domain, brown; intracellular side of the transport domain, 
blue; extracellular side of the transport domain, red; and HP2, green. (b) Cβ-Cβ 
distances for mutated residues in symmetrical protomer pairs in outward-facing 
(O/O) and inward-facing (I/I) states. (c) Topology of a GltPh protomer with spin-
labeled residues shown as spheres with residue number given and colored as in 
a. Numbers at the bottom indicate the transmembrane segments.
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on GltPh-K55R1 using pump pulses with 
decreasing amplitude (Supplementary Note). 
As expected for a three-spin system, strong pulses of 13 gauss (G) 
yielded an extra peak around ~23 Å, which was diminished when we 
used weaker pulses that flipped only a fraction of the spins (Fig. 2d). 
Therefore, in subsequent experiments we used a 5.6-G pump pulse, 
which rendered the three-spin effects negligible.

Dynamic nature of the transport domain
We collected DEER data on eight transport domain mutants in deter-
gent and lipid membranes either in the apo state or bound to Na+ and 
aspartate or to TBOA, yielding 44 different samples. We obtained very 
broad distance distributions, spanning up to 40–50 Å, for almost all 
samples except in a few cases (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 4). 
In most of the detergent-containing samples, additions of Na+ and 
aspartate or Na+ and TBOA shifted the distance-distribution mid-
points toward longer distances in the extracellular mutants (by an 
average of 2.2 Å or 4.3 Å, respectively) and toward shorter distances 
in the intracellular mutants (by ~2.8 Å or 3 Å, respectively). These 
systematic changes suggest that the broad distance distributions are 
not due to local flexibility but arise from GltPh protomers populat-
ing independently both the outward-facing and inward-facing states, 
and that binding of both aspartate and TBOA in detergent favors the 
outward-facing state to some extent. It is, in principle, possible that 
the distance distributions are due to the protomers sampling not only 
the fully outward-facing and inward-facing states but the intermedi-
ate positions as well. Indeed, a recent crystal structure has captured 
a GltPh protomer in an intermediate orientation9, suggesting that the 
energies of the intermediate states may not be prohibitively high. 
However, we think that the intermediates do not contribute to the 
conformational ensemble because the distributions obtained in the 
presence of TBOA are similarly broad. The benzyl group of TBOA is 
expected to prevent the occlusion of the inhibitor in the binding site, 
disabling translocation7,36. Therefore, the broad distributions must 
originate from the contributions of GltPh protomer pairs in discrete 
configurations. Modeling also showed that the experimental distance 
distributions could not be explained by a single conformation because 
they covered the distances predicted for both states (Supplementary 
Fig. 4). These observations suggest that in detergent solutions and 
in lipid bilayers, both in the bound and unbound states, GltPh pro-
tomers are distributed between the outward-facing and inward- 
facing conformations.

Conformational selection in the lipid bilayer
Overall, distance distributions were similarly broad in detergent 
micelles and in lipid bilayers. However, there were several exceptions, 
including K290R1 bound to TBOA, E296R1 in either apo or bound 
states and A364R1 bound to aspartate, for which the distributions were 
broad in detergent but narrow in the bilayers. Particularly for residue 
296, we observed very narrow peaks in the distance distributions, indic-
ative of steric constraints on R1 mobility. The distribution medians in 
the bilayers were consistent with the outward orientation of the intra-
cellular mutants K290R1 and E296R1, and inward orientation of the 
extracellular mutant A364R1. The crystal structures suggest that these 
residues are not in a direct contact with the lipid in either the outward- 
facing or inward-facing states. If this is the case, why do the R1 side 
chains stabilize specific states in lipid bilayers and not in detergents? 
The intracellular residues 290 and 296 are located on the interface 
between the transport and trimerization domains in the outward- 
facing state, where they are well positioned to participate in the inter-
domain interactions. In contrast, they are distant from the interface 
in the inward-facing state. The opposite is true for residue 364, which 
is adjacent to the trimerization-domain Lys55 in the inward-facing 
state but not outward-facing state. Hence, we hypothesize that the 
nitroxide side chains, which have both hydrophobic character and 
hydrogen-bond acceptor potential, are engaged in the interdomain 
interactions and that the favorable energetic contributions of such 
interactions are larger in the context of the lipid bilayer compared to 
detergent micelles. For residue 364, we observed stabilization of the 
inward-facing state in membranes only in complex with aspartate but 
not TBOA. Consistently, in the crystal structure of the TBOA-bound 
GltPh, HP2 is in an open conformation, and residue 364 is distant 
from the domain interface.

Quantitative analysis of the distance distributions
Because the broad experimental distributions suggested that both 
outward-facing and inward-facing states were present, we aimed to 
determine their populations. Computational predictions based on 
R1 rotamer libraries yielded average distances that agreed well with 
the experiment (Supplementary Table 1), but the predicted and 
experimental distance distributions differed substantially. Hence 
for quantitative analysis, we modeled the experimental data as sums 
of three Gaussian functions, representing the distance distributions 
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 originating from possible configurations of the subunit pairs: both 
outward, both inward or mixed, that is, one outward and one inward. 
Assuming that the protomers isomerize between outward-facing 
and inward-facing states independently of each other, and taking the 
probability of a protomer to be in the outward-facing state as pO, 
the probabilities of the two neighboring subunits facing outward or 
inward are pO

2 and (1–pO)2, respectively, and the probability that they 
are in the mixed configurations is 2pO(1–pO). In mixed configura-
tions, the distances from outward-facing to inward-facing and from 
inward-facing to outward-facing protomers are not quite the same, 
as the transport domain movements combine translation and rota-
tion. Nevertheless, we represented them as a single Gaussian because 
increasing the number of the optimized parameters was statistically 
unjustified. The distance probability, P(r), is then: 

P r S p G p p G p G( ) = × + − + −
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where GO, GM, GI and σO, σM and σI are the Gaussian means (G) 
and s.d. (σ) for the outward-facing, mixed and inward configura-
tions, respectively; and S is a normalization factor. The areas of the 
Gaussians are proportional to configuration probabilities. As initial 
guesses for the Gaussian means, we used either Cβ-Cβ distances or dis-
tances derived from modeling, which we then optimized locally in the 
parameter space. During the fitting process, we generally constrained 
the Gaussian widths to less than 6 Å, an approximate upper limit for 
the distance distributions measured for structured residues30–32. The 
majority of the Gaussians satisfied this criterion, with a few excep-
tions when broader widths had to be used to adequately represent the 
distributions (Supplementary Table 1). The resulting fits described 
well both the distance distributions (Fig. 3) and the time-domain 
raw data (Supplementary Fig. 5a). To verify the robustness of the 

data analysis and fitting, we varied the baseline, subtracted from the 
time-domain data, which gave negligible variations (Supplementary  
Fig. 6b, Supplementary Table 2 and Supplementary Note).

Distances are consistent with the crystal structures
From the Gaussian fits, we extracted 139 distances, which were overall 
in excellent agreement with the Cβ-Cβ distances and with distances cal-
culated from the rotamer libraries (Fig. 4a and Supplementary Table 1),  
yielding r.m.s. deviation of ~6 Å. Notably, 20 distance measurements 
between residues in T4 lysozyme31 yield r.m.s. deviation of 6.9 Å, sug-
gesting that these values reflect the inherent differences between the 
Cβ-Cβ distances and those between the paramagnetic atoms of R1. The 
r.m.s. deviations calculated for the subsets of distances attributed to 
the symmetric outward-facing and inward-facing configurations were 
5.5 Å and 6.8 Å, respectively, showing that DEER data were similarly 
consistent with the structures of the outward-facing and inward-facing 
conformations (Fig. 4b). We also obtained similar r.m.s. deviations for 
measurements conducted in lipids and in detergent. However on aver-
age, distances in lipid bilayers were shorter than in detergent, suggesting 
that the overall protein structure was more compact (Fig. 4c). Finally, 
r.m.s. deviations for the apo, aspartate-bound and TBOA-bound GltPh 
mutants in detergent were 6.2 Å, 5.9 Å and 5.9 Å, respectively, and in 
lipid, 5.6 Å, 4.7 Å and 6.3 Å, respectively (Fig. 4d), suggesting that no 
structural rearrangements involving the labeled residues took place that 
would be incompatible with the crystal structures.

The Gaussian means for the symmetric outward-facing and inward-
facing configurations are scattered about the crystallographic Cβ-Cβ 
distances with a small bias toward longer distances (Fig. 4a–d). Such 
bias is typically observed for globular proteins, in which the R1 side 
chains are more likely to point away from the protein and from each 
other37. We also detected several outliers, for which the predicted and 
measured distances differed by as much as 8–15 Å (Supplementary 
Table 1). In three cases (residues 294, 364 and 378 in the inward-facing 
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state), the distances predicted from the rotamer libraries were in much 
better agreement with the experimental distances, possibly reflecting 
an underlying selection of specific rotamers. In other cases, modeling 
did not explain the deviations, which may still be due to the selection 
of specific rotamers, reflect local structural flexibility or be deviations 
from the crystal structures. When mapped onto the protein structures, 
most of the outliers with longer distances were observed on the extra-
cellular side in the outward-facing state and on the cytoplasmic side 
in the inward-facing state (Fig. 4e). In contrast, outliers with shorter 
distances all were on the extracellular side of the inward-facing trans-
porter. In the latter case, the residues were part of a sterically crowded 
environment, possibly selecting for the R1 rotamers that point to each 
other. Notably, it has been shown for a mammalian homolog that the 
transport domains approach each other to within disulfide bond dis-
tances38, perhaps reflecting a greater mobility range than suggested 
by the crystal structures. For the longer than expected distances, we 
note that several corresponding distance distributions are very broad 
and hence are more consistent with the local flexibility of the protein 
backbone (Fig. 4e and Supplementary Table 1).

The states have close energies
Fitted values of the outward-facing state probabilities varied between 
mutants. However, on average, they were 0.4–0.8 for all ligand condi-
tions and hydrophobic environments (Fig. 5a), suggesting that the 
outward-facing and inward-facing states were similarly populated and 
hence, were similar in energy. We found that three Gaussian functions 
with areas weighted by the binomial coefficients described the data 
well, consistent with the individual protomers in the GltPh trimer sam-
pling conformational states independently of each other. Although our 
measurements cannot exclude subtle coupling between the subunits, 
we note that all-or-none transitions, such that the subunits are either all 
outward-facing or inward-facing, are neither required nor prohibited. 
Instead, we observed a range of distributions. In some, the symmetrical 
states were dominant, but in others the mixed states were substantially 
populated. These results are in agreement with the previous functional 

experiments, postulating independence of the subunits in GltPh and 
the mammalian glutamate transporters14,39–41. On average, aspartate, 
and more so TBOA binding, modestly shifted the distributions toward 
the outward-facing state. These results are consistent with our recent 
measurements showing that the outward-facing and inward-facing 
states have similar affinities for Asp, and that the former binds TBOA 
tighter (N. Reyes, S. Oh and O.B.; unpublished data).

The wide range of pO values obtained for various mutants may in 
part originate from the uncertainties of the fitting process. However, 
at least some of the differences can be understood from the struc-
tures, such as for the mutants on the domain interface in the lipid-
 reconstituted transporters discussed above. Others, such as a lower 
than average population of the outward-facing state in GltPh-
T375R1 in detergent cannot be easily rationalized. Nevertheless, we 
note that a state population change from 10% to 90% corresponds 
to an energy difference of only 2.6 kcal mol–1, a perturbation in 
the expectation for single-residue mutations. Notably, all mutants 
exhibited some aspartate uptake (Supplementary Fig. 6), suggesting  
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that shifting the energy balance between the outward-facing and 
inward-facing states did not abrogate transport.

DISCUSSION
In membrane transporters, transitions between the outward-facing 
and inward-facing states are the linchpin of the catalytic mechanism. 
These isomerizations occur both in the substrate-loaded and sub-
strate-free transporters to complete the cycle (Fig. 5b). Crystal struc-
tures of the wild-type GltPh have pictured the protein in symmetric 
outward-facing states6,7. The structure of the symmetric inward- 
facing state had been determined by trapping the transporter using 
mercury-mediated crosslinking of two cysteines placed on the domain 
interface8 and later recapitulated in the absence of the crosslinks9. 
These structures pictured the outward-to-inward transition involv-
ing a large-scale transmembrane movement of the transport domain. 
Here we demonstrated that these domain motions occur in detergent 
solution and, importantly, in membranes. We also developed a more 
complete picture of the conformational ensemble of the transporter by 
showing that the outward-facing and inward-facing states had similar 
energies both when the transporter was fully loaded with Na+ and 
aspartate and empty. Our measurements were consistent with the lack 
of either positive or negative cooperativity between the subunits of 
the trimer, picturing GltPh as a system of three largely independent  
protomers sampling the outward-facing and inward-facing states. 
GltPh originates from a hyper-thermophilic archaeon and normally 
functions at 100 °C, where it is expected to better match the kinetic 
properties of the mammalian glutamate transporters10. At present, 
we do not know what the state distributions are at these tempera-
tures. Extrapolations based on the binding experiments suggest that 
Na+ and aspartate affinity for the outward-facing state of GltPh is 
higher than that for the inward-facing state at elevated temperatures  
(N. Reyes, S. Oh and O.B.; unpublished data), a property also reported 
for the mammalian homologs at physiological temperature42. Hence, 
in these systems the ligands will stabilize the outward-facing confor-
mation more substantially than we observed here.

The mechanisms by which lipid bilayers stabilize specific conforma-
tions of membrane proteins, thereby modulating their function, have 
been extensively scrutinized with particular emphasis on the role of 
the hydrophobic mismatch between the proteins and the bilayer, and 
on specific interactions with lipids43–45. In GltPh, the structural studies 
suggest that the movements of the transport domain would result in 
remodeling of the transport domain interface with the surrounding 
membrane. Hence, it is unexpected that transferring GltPh from the 
dynamic detergent micelles into the relatively rigid lipid bilayers has 
only a modest effect on the conformational ensemble. We observed 
an increase of the outward-facing state population of only ~10–20% 
on average, corresponding to ~0.5 kcal mol–1 more favorable free 
energy in lipid compared to detergent (Fig. 5). However, the effects 
of the lipid environment were more pronounced in several mutants, 
including E296R1, A364R1 and K290R1, where we observed single 
dominant conformations in lipids. The observed population shifts 
cannot be attributed to R1 side chains interacting with the lipid or 
detergent directly. Instead, they can be rationalized in terms of R1 
interactions on the interface between the transport and trimerization 
domains, which become more favorable in membranes. This opens an 
interesting possibility that intra- and interprotomer bond formation 
in membrane proteins may be more favorable in lipid bilayers  
than in more disordered detergent micelles. Consistently, a greater 
contribution of the interprotomer hydrogen bond to the stability of 
glycophorin A dimer in native membranes compared to detergent 
has been reported46. We also observed that average distances in lipid 

were shorter than in detergent, suggesting that the overall protein 
structure is more compact, perhaps leading to greater constraints on 
the interfacial protein side chains, smaller loss of the conformational 
entropy upon bond formation and hence more favorable free energies. 
Such effects may contribute to the repertoire of mechanisms by which 
the bilayer alters the energetics of membrane proteins.

Whether the closely matching energies of the outward-facing and 
inward-facing states is a general phenomenon in transporters remains 
to be elucidated. In lactose permease LacY, the cysteine accessibility 
studies suggest that the apo transporter is predominantly inward-
facing and that sugar binding favors the outward-facing states47. 
However, similarly to our results, DEER data on LacY showed that 
multiple conformations were populated under all ligand conditions48. 
Also, sodium and hydantoin symporter Mhp1 crystallized in both 
outward-facing and inward-facing conformations under similar con-
ditions49,50, suggesting that the two states were close in energy and 
well populated. Finally, theoretical considerations suggest that balanc-
ing the relative energies of the states would maximize the turnover 
rates44. Here we describe a robust method to probe state distribu-
tions of transporters under native-like conditions of the lipid bilayers,  
which can be applied to a wide range of systems. Our approach 
opens a way to investigate whether and how the nature of the lipid 
environment affects the conformational selection and to establish a 
correspondence between the relative energies of the outward-facing 
and inward-facing states, and substrate transport rates. It would be 
important to investigate whether the thickness of the lipid bilayer, its 
fluidity or specific lipid composition affect the state distributions as 
well as to probe whether these membrane properties alter the strength 
of specific interdomain interactions.

METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online 
version of the paper.

Note: Supplementary information is available in the online version of the paper.
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ONLINE METHODS
Molecular biology and protein purification. Mutations encoding cysteine  
substitutions were introduced in the sequence encoding cysteine-less seven- 
histidine GltPh variant8 using standard techniques and verified by DNA sequenc-
ing. All mutants were expressed and purified as described previously6. Briefly, 
C-terminal (His)8 fusion constructs were expressed in Escherichia coli DH10B 
cells (Invitrogen) and purified by metal affinity chromatography. The tag was 
removed by thrombin digestion, and the proteins were further purified by  
size-exclusion chromatography. The final protein concentration of trimers  
was 15–30 µM, calculated from absorbance at 280 nm using coefficient of  
26, 820 M–1 cm–1 (per monomer). Samples were stored at –80 °C and further 
manipulated in buffer A containing in 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 
0.1 mM aspartate and 1 mM DDM.

Spin-labeling and preparation of samples for DEER spectroscopy.  
All mutants were spin-labeled with S-(2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-2,5-dihydro-1H- 
pyrrol-3-yl)methyl methanesulfonothioate (MTSL; Toronto Research 
Chemicals) in buffer A. MTSL was first dissolved in acetonitrile and added to 
the protein solutions in 20–30-fold (per monomer) molar excess. The labeling 
was performed for 3 h at room temperature and continued overnight at 4 °C 
with agitation. The unreacted label was removed by dialysis against four changes 
of 30 ml of buffer A over 30 h using 25-kDa molecular weight cutoff membrane. 
To prepare substrate-free GltPh, buffer B, containing 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4,  
100 mM KCl and 1 mM DDM, was used during the last two buffer changes. 
When apo protein samples were prepared for reconstitution into the bilayers, 
buffer B was supplemented with 2.5 mM NaCl. TBOA-bound protein was pre-
pared starting with apo protein by adding NaCl and TBOA (Tocris Bioscience) 
to 50 mM and 125 µM, respectively. GltPh mutants were reconstituted into 
POPC (Avanti Polar Lipids) membranes at protein to lipid molar ratio of 1:2,400 
in DDM-free buffer A or buffer B, containing 2.5 mM NaCl. Aliquots of chlo-
roform-solubilized POPC were dried under vacuum and rehydrated at 50 mM 
using appropriate buffers. The lipid bilayers were destabilized by the addition of 
Triton X-100 to the final lipid:Triton X-100 ratio of 1:0.6 (w/w), and incubated 
with protein for 1 h at room temperature. Prewashed Bio-Beads (Bio-Rad) were 
equilibrated in the appropriate buffer, added to the mixtures of protein and lipid 
at 100 mg/ml, and incubated at room temperature for 2 h. The liposome suspen-
sion was filtered, supplemented with fresh beads and incubated for 4 h at 4 °C.  
The procedure was repeated twice. The multilayer vesicles were collected by 
centrifugation at 70,000g for 15 min. The vesicles containing apo GltPh were 
additionally washed three times by loading with DDM-free buffer B using freeze 
and thaw procedure followed by centrifugation. To prepare TBOA-bound lipid-
reconstituted samples, the vesicles were washed in the same manner in buffer 
supplemented with NaCl and TBOA at 50 mM and 125 µM, respectively. The 
final concentration of the spin-labeled GltPh trimer in both DDM and POPC 
samples was 10–55 µM, based on the standard calibrated measurement of the 
primary echo amplitude, which gave total spin concentration. The reference 
sample was 200 µM 4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-oxyl (TEMPOL) 
in 50% (w/v) glycerol-d8/D2O25. The final GltPh trimer to lipid molar ratio was 
1:2,400, and lipid concentration was ~75 mg/ml. All samples were prepared in 
the final buffer containing 90% D2O with protein samples in DDM also sup-
plemented with glycerol-d8 at 20% (w/v). Samples were loaded into 1.8 inner 
diameter custom Pyrex sample tubes (Wilmad-LabGlass), and shock-frozen in 
liquid N2 before DEER measurements. Samples were prepared and measured 
at least twice.

DEER measurements. Measurements were performed at 60 K as previously 
described32 using a 17.3 GHz home-built Ku-band pulse spectrometer51, which 
has provided high-sensitivity measurements in previous studies18,19,22–26,32,34,52. 
A standard four-pulse DEER sequence53 with π/2-π-π pulse widths of 16 ns,  
32 ns and 32 ns, respectively, and a 32 ns π pump pulse was used routinely. When 
testing the three-spin effects, a 14-ns pump pulse with varied flip angles was used 
(Supplementary Note). The frequency separation between detection and pump 
pulses was 70 MHz. The detection pulses were positioned at the low-field edge of the 
nitroxide spectrum. Typical dipolar evolutions times were 1.5–5 µs as needed with 
signal averaging from 2 h to 20 h. The homogeneous background was removed from 
the raw time-domain signals and the distances were reconstructed from the baseline-
corrected and normalized signals by using Tikhonov regularization method54 and 
refined by maximum entropy method (Supplementary Note)55.

Modeling of distance distributions and data analysis. To model expected dis-
tance distributions, we used rotamer libraries generated by molecular modeling 
software MMM33. The ensembles of statistically weighed spin-label conformers 
were calculated at 175 K. The crystal structures of GltPh in the outward-facing 
conformation with substrate (PDB: 2NWX) or TBOA (PDB: 2NWW) and inward-
facing conformation with substrate (PDB: 3KBC) were used as templates for the 
calculations. In addition, we generated a structural model containing two proto-
mers in the outward-facing and one protomer in the inward-facing conformation. 
The model construction was straightforward because the conformations of the 
trimerization domains are similar in the outward-facing and inward-facing states, 
and there are no steric clashes. For the mixed states, we calculated the average dis-
tance distributions from outward-facing to inward-facing and from inward-facing 
to outward-facing protomers. The experimental distance distributions were fitted 
to a single Gaussian for residues in the trimerization domain and to a scaled sum of 
three Gaussians for residues in the transport domain using nonlinear curve fitting 
algorithm in OriginLab software (OriginLab). As initial guesses for the Gaussians 
means, we used the average distances calculated by MMM, or the Cβ-Cβ distances 
in the crystal structures and the structural model.

Activity assay. For the transport activity measurements, spin-labeled and  
unlabeled GltPh mutants were reconstituted in POPC liposomes at protein to 
lipid ratio of 1:100 as previously described7,10. Porteoliposomes were loaded with 
buffer containing in 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 100 mM KCl and 200 mM choline 
chloride, extruded through 0.4 µm nitrocellulose filters and incubated for 2 min 
at 30 °C in buffer containing 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 100 mM KCl, 200 mM 
NaCl and 600 nM [3H]l-aspartate. The uptake reactions were terminated by 
diluting proteoliposomes into ice-cold buffer, vesicles were collected by filtration,  
and retained radioactivity was measured7,10.

51. Borbat, P.P., Crepeau, R.H. & Freed, J.H. Multifrequency two-dimensional Fourier 
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